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_______________________________________________

Check out our June promotions just below this
month's feature article!

NEW SERVICE!

First Practice in Minnesota to Offer
CelluSmooth, an Effective Treatment
for Cellulite!
By Mark Hagberg, MD
One of the most common phone inquiries
we have received over the years is, "What
can be done to get rid of my cellulite?" In the
past, the unfortunate answer has been, "Not
much." Topical lotions and creams have
never provided tangible results for cellulite
and the market has been flooded with
gimmicky treatments over the past few decades that promise
smoother, dimple free skin, but have never delivered on the
promise for lasting results.
There is a new treatment that we feel is convincingly effective;
enough so that we are the first practice in the state of Minnesota
to have the privilege to add it to our menu of services.
CelluSmooth™ is designed to address the three components of
cellulite. The laser used includes proprietary M3 technology
designed to treat the fibrous bands, thin loose skin, and uneven fat
deposits that cause cellulite. This treatment can be accomplished
under local anesthesia with minimal sedation and downtime.
A good candidate for this procedure will have mild to moderate
cellulite of the front, side or back of the thighs or buttocks and is
otherwise in good physical condition. The advantage of this
minimally invasive laser procedure, when compared to Cellulaze,
is a quicker recovery period, minimal scarring, minimal downtime
and faster results.
The procedure takes about one to three hours, depending on how
many areas are treated. The procedure is relatively simple and
straightforward. A patient, who is deemed a good candidate for
this procedure, is given antibiotics, and locally anesthetized in the
procedure room. The area is numbed with a tumescent solution for
comfort and to decrease the bruising. Small inconspicuous
incisions are made (even smaller than the small incisions made
during ProLipo laser liposuction) and the laser is used to loosen
the fibrous bands, liquify the fat bulges, and tighten the skin.
After the procedure a compressive dressing and garment is worn
and patients can return to light activities including work almost
immediately. Mild to moderate swelling and bruising can be
expected but pain is minimal. While immediate improvement may
be seen, the area will continue to improve for 6 to 12 months or
longer as the skin tightens as a result of the collagen stimulation
provided by the laser.

Product Spotlight:
Revision Skincare's
Teamine Eye Complex
&
Teamine Undereye
Concealer
Combat dark circles and
puffiness day and night with
this dynamic duo! Teamine
Eye Complex is the #1 eye
cream for dark circles
recommended by physicians.
The product is formulated to
work in three different ways:
1) Visibly diminish the look of
dark circles
2) Reduce the appearance of
puffiness
3) Smooth the look of fine
lines.
While Teamine Eye Complex
is working for you at night,
during the day continue the
fight against dark circles by
using Teamine Concealer.
This product is so much more
than a concealer, it is a
powerful anti-aging product in
it's own right. Available in 3
shades: Light, Medium and
Dark.
Use Teamine Eye Complex
at night and Teamine
Concealer during the day for
maximum results!
This month, get a Revision
Teamine Eye Complex with
a Teamine Concealer for
just $102! (20% off the
regular prices.) Or buy
them separately for 10% off
each!

-------

Expansion Update
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The biggest visible change
related to our expansion has
happened when last week,
construction infiltrated our
walls! A temporary doorway
was put in our existing lobby
near the reception desk to
allow us access to several of
the new treatment rooms in
our new space!

CelluSmooth by Sciton | A Breakthrough
in Body Contouring...

Cellulite can be found on all body types and can be done on it's
own or in conjunction with ProLipo laser-assisted liposuction, for
those candidates who have unwanted fat in addition to cellulite in
certain places.
To find out if CelluSmooth is right for you, call our office at (952)
920-6545 to book a free consultation with a physician.
This month, we are offering an introductory special of
$500 OFF* if you book your CelluSmooth service by 6/30/13.
The treatment can take place beyond 6/30 but must be
booked this month.

Patients should still check in
for their appointments in our
existing suite. When the first
floor space is available near
the end of June, check-in will
be on the first floor, across
the corridor from Subway
Cafe. Our new suite number
will be 165.
Construction is still slated for
completion sometime after
July 4th.

-------

If CelluSmooth is done in conjunction with a ProLipo laser
lipo procedure the same day, you will save $1500 off the
regular price of your CelluSmooth treatment.
*Discount is valid on first area at regular price.

June Specials
Now Offering the Ground-Breaking New
CelluSmooth:
Maygen Knight

FINALLY an Effective Way to Treat Cellulite!
We are excited to be the first practice in the state of Minnesota to
offer CelluSmooth, a minimally-invasive and effective method to
improve cellulite! Cellulite is fat that appears bumpy because it
pushes against connective tissue called septae, causing the skin
above it to pucker. While cellulite isn't harmful, many of us would
like to get rid of it because of the way it looks. Having cellulite
doesn't mean you are overweight. Even thin people can have it.
Cellulite is more common among women than men. If other
women in your family have cellulite, there's a good chance you will
too. CelluSmooth works when our physician passes a small laser
fiber through your problem area which cuts the fibrous bands
causing the dimpled appearance of the skin. Our CelluSmooth
laser is then used to melt the uneven layer of fat just beneath the
skin, smoothing the fat layer below and tightening the skin above.
There are typically just a few days of downtime and minimal
discomfort, bruising and swelling. Results can be seen in as early
as one month and will continue to improve for up to 6 to 12
months or longer. CelluSmooth can be done as a solo procedure
or in conjunction with ProLipo laser liposuction if you also have
unwanted fat in the same area that you wish to improve cellulite.

This month, we are offering an introductory special of
$500 OFF* if you book your CelluSmooth service by
6/30/13. The treatment can take place beyond 6/30 but
must be booked this month.
If CelluSmooth is done in conjunction with a ProLipo
laser lipo procedure the same day, you will save $1500
off the regular price of your CelluSmooth treatment.

Staff Changes, Additions!
We are happy to welcome
Maygen Knight to our rapidly
growing team. Maygen is Dr.
Ann Marshall's new clinical
assistant! Maygen comes to
us with seven years of
experience in the salon and
spa industry. She has a
passion for make-up and
products alike. Maygen's
warm and comforting
personality is a great asset to
our team.
Maygen's position was
formerly held by Claire
Larsen but the good news is
that you will still be seeing
Claire around the clinic as
she was promoted to a
new position, Clinical
Services and Human
Resources Manager!
Congratulations to both
Maygen and Claire on their
new roles!

*Discount is valid on first area at regular price.
Treatment can take place after 6/30 but booking is required by
6/30/13.

Purchase 1 Syringe of Radiesse dermal filler with 1
Syringe of Belotero filler and get $300 OFF!
Radiesse and Belotero are dermal fillers, each with distinctive
properties, that will work in perfect harmony to create a more
refreshed appearance! Radiesse is used to add volume to areas
like the cheek "hollows" and more moderate to severe facial folds
and wrinkles around the mouth, nose and chin. While Radiesse
adds the volume for about 12-15 months, Belotero is used to
precisely smooth and fill very fine lines around the mouth, nose
and chin. This is a superb filler combination! Results can last more
than 9 months and often longer.
-Injectables must be purchased and administered by 6/30/13.
Products must be used during same visit and can't be split or

Claire Larsen
-------

Email Us
Visit our Website
Before and After Photos
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shared with another party. No brand substitutions. Not to be
combined with any other discount, offer, certificate or sale.

Skin Tightening just $400 per area! Get a package
of 4 for $1360!
If a second area is done at the same time, it's HALF
-PRICE, $200! A savings of $150+ per treatment!
Our trained aestheticians* are happy to offer $400 skin tightening
treatments to tone and tighten saggy, loose skin on the face, neck,
hands, chest and any other area that is starting to see the effects
of time and gravity! This is a painless, no downtime procedure.
Start to see improvement after one session however maximum
results are seen after 2 months (4 treatments are recommended).
-Treatment(s) must be administered by an aesthetician, if you
request a physician administer your treatment we are happy to
accommodate you at the regular price of $550 per treatment.
Treatments must be purchased by 6/30/13. Not to be combined
with any other discount, offer, certificate or sale.

-------

Love Us? Tell Everyone!
Click on a link below to write
an online review. We
appreciate your time and
consideration doing so!

Product Sale:

Get a Revision Teamine Eye Complex with a
Teamine Concealer for just $102! (20% off the
regular prices.) Or buy them separately for 10%
OFF each!
Current Rebates:
1) $25 mail-in rebate on 1 mL of Restylane. Limit one rebate per
person. Rebate ends 6/30/13 or while supplies last.

Have you Seen Our New Website?

-------

Suggestions to Help us
Improve our Service or
Other Comments?
Click HERE to let us know.
We value your feedback very
much!

Our website has a new look! Click the link below to see our new
design. Although there are still a few minor changes to make, we
feel it is easier to navigate than our old site and has a more
functional layout.
We are always adding new content so continue to check back
periodically for more updated information!
We welcome your feedback on the new site and any other item(s)
related to our clinic upon which you wish to share your ideas.
Email us!
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